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Reopening Plans and the Survey Results
The Bishop has said that we will be able to enter ‘Phase 3’ at
the beginning of August if the coronavirus numbers continue
to go in the right direction. They haven’t been looking so great
for the last week and so there is a distinct possibility that he
will push this back to the beginning of September instead. We
will know at the end of next week - but either way we need to
start planning for what it will look like when we come back in
person. In phase 2 churches are only allowed 25 people at once,
and the vestry does not want to restrict access to worship so
is keen to wait until that restriction is lifted before we resume
offering in-person worship.
To help us with this planning we sent out a survey last
week, and I’m really pleased to say that we had 214 responses
(many of which represent several people in a household)
which is excellent.
The headline news is that 75% of you are not yet ready to
come back to an in-person service in church even were we to
provide one, although 20% of you would come to a service
outdoors. Most of you are planning to remain home whether
worship is indoors or outdoors.
I’ve had conversations with quite a few people who are very
keen that our livestream continues and continues to be personal and engaging. This is reflected by the numbers of you who
want the livestream to continue just as it is rather than being
a stream of an in-person service. We are likely to continue to
have the livestream at a prime time in the morning and keep
that service ‘livestream first’ even while offering people the
opportunity to attend it in person.

There was quite some interest in people being offered the
opportunity to come to an Evensong service and so we will be
planning to offer that as a weekly service starting the Sunday after
Labor Day and we will see how many people will come to that.
There were also a significant number of households interested
in a shorter, family friendly liturgy - and so we will also plan on
offering that following Labor Day.
If we’re allowed to open in August, we will add an outdoor
service at 9am which will be a traditional rite II service. The livestream will continue at 10:30am. The protocols from the Diocese
require mask wearing, social distancing and no singing. So it will
be a slightly odd gathering, but it will be good for those who are
comfortable gathering in person to be able to gather.
From the Sunday after Labor Day (September 13th) we will
want to add an additional morning service of about 30 minutes
especially for families, since we are strongly encouraged not to run
in-person Sunday School for children. To do this, we will move the
9am and 10:30am service half an hour earlier, so the provisional
schedule for a Sunday will be:
•

8:30am Rite II service - outdoors; moving indoors in case
of rain

•

10:00am Livestream service from church; parishioners
welcome to attend in person but will be unable to join in
the singing

•

11:30am Family Liturgy - outdoors; moving indoors in
case of rain; finished by noon; all welcome

•

5:00pm Evensong in church - music led by the quartet (we
will also stream this)

Do pray for us as we plan for these various different services;
please continue to support and love one another in these strange
times. Details of the survey responses are available on our website.
blessings,
Richard
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Church of the Good Samaritan put on our very first “Virtual” VBS the week of June 22-26! To our shock and amazement, we had over 130 kids sign up and the whole thing went
amazingly well! We had kids from 5 different states - and one
international participant! Our program was called “Stories
Jesus Told” which had us look at 5 different parables from the
Gospels: The Lost Sheep, The Wise and Foolish Builders, The
Unforgiving Servant, The Good Samaritan, and The Sower.
Each day had a live Zoom call in the morning that included
games, songs, a memory verse, a skit, an animated presentation of the parable, and a lesson. The kids were encouraged
to memorize Psalm 23 over the week and many rose up to
the challenge! After the zoom call, students were able to go
into their individual packages (that they picked up on June
21) which included crafts, activity pages, coloring pages, and
suggested family activities for each day. We also made bonus
videos that kids (and families) could watch on their own.

Like many things during this pandemic, this event had
to be very different than what we were all used to. However,
we came out of the other end celebrating things that we were
able to uniquely do because of the fact that it was virtual. It’s
exciting to see that the Gospel message is just as powerful
even when we are spreading it in ways that we never imagined before!

This VBS was actually built from scratch by a team of
people from Good Sam and Lower Providence Presbyterian
Church in Eagleville, PA. We had an extraordinary amount
of people pitch in by making song videos, helping to pack the
boxes, teaching lessons, and so SO much more.

We hope you enjoy the pictures here sent to us by the parents, and the screen shots from some of the videos. If you want
to learn more about the VBS, feel free to contact Jonathan
Hobbs (jonathan.hobbs@good-samaritan.org).

One of the most unique elements we were able to add to
this event (because it was “virtual”) was a “Link Sheet” which
includes everything (and we mean EVERYTHING) from the
VBS. Parents were — and still are — able to get more activities
sheets, get craft instructions, and watch the videos with their
kids long after the VBS is finished. In fact, YOU can check
out these things too if you like! Just go to : www.tinyurl.com/
SJT-link-sheet and enjoy!
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Good Samaritan’s Financial Update
by Dwight Wilson

The first half of 2020 was a crazy ride, as we all know.
Beginning in March, we faced a completely unknown world
that could have been scary. But we were reminded of biblical
guidance such as Hebrews 11:1. Now we know we have been
extraordinarily blessed.

Funding for Missions will be reduced this year largely
due to the closure of the Thrift Shop. Given the foreseeable
pandemic restrictions, we have no idea when the Thrift Shop
may re-open. The net proceeds from the Thrift Shop fund
Missions, so we are missing over $50,000 of Missions funding
this year. In addition, 10% of Parishioner giving to Operations
go to Missions, so we are lagging there as well. Fortunately,
the Missions Committee has a strong reserve to get through
2020, but the reserve will run low if not refunded.

You have been amazingly generous throughout this
COVID-19 disruption supporting our church and the vital
ministries we offer. Through June, parishioner giving is
$860,700, which is $28,600 behind plan but an extraordinary
amount of support under the circumstances. Your support has
enabled us to continue the pay and benefits for the salaried
staff throughout.

Our Day School had a deficit of just over $200,000 for the
School Year primarily because we offered tuition refunds for
the period in-person school was closed by order of the State. If
we can open the Day School in September, costs will be much
higher than normal due to mandated limits and procedures,
so we anticipate a deficit for the 2020/2021 school year under
the best of circumstances. Barb Condit and her team have
done an amazing job managing through extreme difficulties.

Designated support has also been very strong at $91,300,
mostly to the Food Closet and HELPS ministries. That is over
$59,000 more than designated donations year-to-date last
year! Your support has assisted a larger number of people in
need in our community, primarily as a consequence of their
losing employment during the shutdown.

One of the unknowns back in mid-March was what
government support may be available to assist through
the pandemic. The Federal government created the Payroll
Protection Program (PPP) and we were able to procure a
forgivable ‘loan’. We expect the entire ‘loan’ of over $500,000
to be converted to a grant, which positions us to continue
operations and support.

More than 120 of you have switched to online giving,
which has made your support much easier for you and the
people who account for your giving. One of the casualties of
the pandemic is the suspension of the Counters’ Ministry,
so online giving streamlines the process for counting and
depositing your contributions. Thank you to all who have
made this move!
Operating expenses were over $61,000 below plan. The
expense containment was largely due to deferral of hiring
from Family Ministries and reduced costs of Worship. So
operating net income was better than plan by more than
$32,000. However, we had over $50,000 in capital spending
upgrading our technology to produce a more effective broadcast of the Sunday Livestream service and daily Reading and
Reflection sessions.

In summary, the first half of 2020 has been surprisingly
strong, albeit with its pandemic-related difficulties. With your
continued support, we will be able to endure the losses from
the Day School and Thrift Shop and continue to support our
missions and outreach both here and abroad.
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Local Outreach Continues During COVID
Both the Food Closet and HELPS Ministry are providing
all or almost all of the services that they were providing before
Covid. The Food Closet receives financial support from the
Missions Committee, most of its financial resources come
from donations. All financial support for HELPs ministry
comes from donations. Both the Food Closet and HELPS
have been able to continue operations during the pandemic,
and because of generous donations have even been able to
increase services.

Good Samaritan Day School
by Barb Condit Day School Director

This is a year of reinvention for schools; and a year of
prioritizing the health of our Day School community. While
we cannot predict what this school year will bring, we are
following state and CDC guidelines to envision the best
educational and community experience for the children. To
provide that, we are adjusting procedures to prioritize the
children’s health.

Food Closet: The Food Closet has modified internal operation and methods for food distribution. They continue to
serve four Thursdays a month and have adjusted by having
drive through distribution. In the beginning their revised
system did not allow personal choice for food, but in midJune they were able to re-introduce choices for some types of
food. The number of volunteers has been reduced to provide
for physical safety and health. The Food Closet has also had
to devise new strategies for acquiring food.

This year, the Day School is hiring additional staff for
cleaning and sanitizing and have moved to a modified car line
to limit adults in the building. Like all schools, we will follow
the required Face Covering Order set by the PA Department
of Health. The children will remain in cohort groupings of
approximately 10 children throughout the day. Although the
families will pay a Covid fee for the additional cleaning, staff
and individual student items, the Day School will run at a
deficit this year. We are committed to providing a nurturing,
quality school year and preserving the excellent reputation
of the Day School.

The financial and employment impacts of the pandemic
have put more folks in need. In April through June, an average
of 59 households each week have been served, many of these
new to the ministry’s services.
HELPS: This ministry provides one-time, modest financial
assistance to Chester County residents in short-term need.
HELPS counselors, Angela Linden and Rose Dodd, respond
to calls to Good Sam’s HELPS voicemail, speak with people
about their need (and liaise with agencies that also might be
helping the client) to determine whether they meet HELPS’
criteria and decide on best ways to help. (Financial help
never goes to the individual, but directly to PECO, AQUA,
or a landlord.)
HELPS’ data shows that requests for assistance increased
60% from the first quarter of 2020 to the second. HELPS has
been able to provide assistance to 73% more people in the
second quarter than the first quarter. Although the average
amount of assistance to those helped is about the same (with
a $300 maximum), the actual total assistance has increased
by 97.

New Life Thrift Shop During Covid
The New Life Thrift Shop is not currently in operation and
is not accepting donations due to COVID-19. The physical
space of the shop and the demographic of the volunteers
make it nearly impossible to reopen until there is a vaccine.

HELPS counselors are seeing most of the increase from
people with first-time requests; many who have been furloughed from their jobs.

Many of you have spent some of your time in quarantine
cleaning out closets, and are wondering when the Thrift Shop
will be able to accept your donations.

Although HELPS Ministry began the year with half the
funds they had at the beginning of 2019, generous donations
have enabled the ministry to continue to help. HELPS is entirely dependent on donations; gifts are always needed, and
they are greatly appreciated.

Please drop your donations at the Goodwill store and
donation center located at 766 E. Lancaster Ave in Berwyn,
PA 19312
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Pastoral Care In The Time Of Covid
by Susan Starke, Parish Nurse

Providing pastoral care completely in these days is so
challenging! I miss all the little conversations and check ins
that enabled me to be more aware of what is going on in your
lives, so that the clergy and the rest of the church could minister to your needs in a timely way. Of course, we are all still
restricted on visiting in facilities and hospitals, but we are not
restricted at all in praying for you, and caring and reaching
out to you in the midst of extra challenges.
So please do contact me or one of the clergy if you or
someone you know (who gives you permission to share) is
needing some extra care. Call the church (610-644-4040, ext.
207, leave a message) or email me (susan.starke@good-samaritan.org), or call my cell (610-304-4338).

2020 ALPHA
The disruption of the pandemic has created new opportunities for spreading the gospel through Alpha. Due to the
uncertainties of in-person gatherings, we will meet via Zoom
for ten sessions on Tuesday evenings from September 15 to
November 17.

And Family Ministries would like to be able to extend
care to those who may be extending their families through
pregnancy or adoption. Please contact Jonathan Hobbs (610644-4040, ext. 238, or jonathan.hobbs@good-samaritan.org).

Meeting via Zoom will give us the potential to multiply the
number of participants. Recent surveys indicate that people
are searching for an anchor in their life. Alpha has been Good
Samaritan’s primary outreach vehicle in our strategy of outreach to make new disciples for the past decade. While the
name Alpha is recognized by almost everyone in the church,
we need to shift our Alpha emphasis. Alpha’s primary mission
is spreading the Gospel of Jesus to unbelievers, doubters, the
uninformed, and misguided folks. The outreach depends
on Good Samaritan’s parishioners to make this our mission
to the hurting and lost. Invite them to try Alpha. Previous
impediments to inviting someone don’t exist when we meet
using Zoom.

And, feel free to call me if you just want to chat and catch
up – I am missing you all so much!

Photo from Susan’s visit with Kitty, Marion and Bill

I was skeptical until I participated for seven weeks in a
Zoom Alpha run by a church in NJ. They had 90 participants,
using the video series with breakout rooms for very effective
sharing. People of all ages, with varied backgrounds, and from
distant locations zoomed in. Nicki Gumble, the originator
of Alpha says how surprised he has been with the personal
connections made in his own online Alpha.

The Parish Nurse Is On The Move!
In these days of limiting access, and staying mostly at
home, I have been trying to keep up with parishioners through
phone calls, emails and texts. But in the past few weeks, I
have been venturing out to visit parishioners in person, out
of doors, with safe distancing. It has been a delight! I miss
everyone so much! Sometimes my visiting days are limited by
excessive heat. But when the heat lets up, we can usually find
a shady place, and the blessing of a breeze together.

You can reach out not only to our congregation, but to all
your relatives, friends, and social media contacts far and
wide. Invite them or ask them to invite someone who needs
Jesus. In these trying times people need to know Jesus
more than ever. Help us seize this opportunity to spread
the Gospel of Christ and let the Holy Spirit change minds
and hearts.

Please do let me know if you are interested in my “dropping
by” or meeting you in a nearby park.
Call and leave a message at church (610-644-4040, ext.
207, or email susan.starke@good-samaritan.org, or call my
cell phone 610-304-4338). I would love to really SEE you!
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What’s growing in the Good Samaritan Community Garden?
A Good Samaritan Community Garden Update
by Bess Yates

If you did not know that Good Sam had a Community
Garden, the fenced site was restored in 2019, accompanied
with a mission, vision, set of core values, and a new pollinator
bed -- to help the garden continue to nurture the body, mind,
and spirit well into the future. If you are wondering what the
garden’s mission, vision, and core values look like:

If you have not had a chance to visit the church over the
last few months, you might enjoy taking some time outside
on the Good Samaritan grounds to see what’s growing in the
Community Garden this year. Where is the garden you might
wonder – not far from the main sanctuary, on the southern
side across from the entrance to the young children’s meeting rooms, adjacent to Paoli Pike. You’ll find ten plots and
a pollinator garden, all with well-tended soil teeming with
flowers, herbs, and vegetables, most provided by one of our
food security partners, the Chester County Food Bank.

Mission: To grow food, knowledge, and relationships
• To bring glory to God and blessing to ourselves and
others
Vision: We want to foster a community that is committed to caring for our corner of the creation by:
• Pursuing wholesome gardening practices
• Providing opportunities for experiential learning
through hands-on activities, informal classroom situations, and one-on-one mentoring
• Promoting sustainability in both land and leadership
• Sponsoring cooking instruction and shared-meal
events
• Sharing from the bounty that comes from a well-tended garden, including offering hospitality to many
• Enriching the concept of stewardship as a whole-life
endeavor in response to a loving God’s provision to us
• Cultivating joy in a context of beauty and providing a
place of peace and safety
• Partnering with neighboring organizations and businesses

Each plot is tended by individuals and/or families. You’ll
see vegetables, including varieties of peppers, beans, tomatoes, sugar snap peas, collards, broccoli, cabbages, watermelon, chard, beets, okra, eggplant, scallions, lettuces, and
kale. Flowers planted throughout the garden, brightly and
abundantly attracting bees, butterflies, and other pollinators,
include zinnias, ageratum, false sunflowers, sunflowers, Mexican sunflowers, daisies, coreopsis, coneflowers, bee balm,
black-eye Susans, veronica, verbena, and yarrow. We have
herbs, too!: sage, parsley, marjoram, fennel, basil, thyme,
and cilantro.
One of the primary goals of the Community Garden is
to share the garden’s bounty. Several of the plots are labeled
“Community”, which you are welcome to pick from. These
plots are also devoted to providing veggies and flowers with
our other food security partner, the Good Samaritan Food
Closet, serving over 350 households per year. We anticipate
sharing much of the produce and flowers with the Food Closet
as we did last year.

Core Values:
•

Education: offering workshops on such topics as nutrition, cooking, and composting to groups as diverse
as preschool students and their families, high school
students, Food Closet guests, and other Good Sam
congregants

•

Sustainability: observing team-oriented practices in
leadership as well as using organic and sustainable
practices that reflect long-term care for land

•

Stewardship: promoting respect for resources of knowledge, experience, and finances

•

Hospitality: providing a place for sharing and connecting with others as well as reflecting on God’s creation

For more information about the Good Samaritan Community Garden, please contact Bess Yates at (610) 324-1744.
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Rector’s Warden Report

Some Silver Linings during Covid

by Whitney Kuniholm

Survey Question: What is one joy that you have
found over the last three months?

For the next year or more, I’ll be able to begin my Rector’s
Warden Report with the same point: we are living in unprecedented times. The COVID-19 pandemic, the national and
global cry for racial justice, unemployment and the volatile
economy have radically changed the world, our country, and
the local mission field for The Church of the Good Samaritan.

“Peace, (I) have more energy, content”
“Learning to give online (which was an initial challenge),
DOK still meeting via Zoom on Saturdays and has been a
source of support and prayer. The Clergy and the Morgan
family have done wonderfully with the Online Stream service. I am thankful he and others at Church are so savvy with
technology. Each Sunday my daughter Katie and I stream the
Service from her Apartment in Phoenixville.”

Reflecting on just one of these change-drivers, Good Sam
parishioner Andy Crouch wrote in a recent article entitled,
Leading Beyond the Blizzard: Why Every Organization Is Now
a Startup, “The novel coronavirus is not just something for
leaders to ‘get through’ for a few days or weeks. Instead, we
need to treat COVID-19 as an economic and cultural blizzard…a once-in-a-lifetime change that is likely to affect our
lives and organizations for years.”

“The streaming service was a more intimate closeup
worship experience with better sound, eye contact, and the
ability to sing loudly, expressively and in harmony with the
streaming performers.”
“We have been able to develop an evening/ bedtime Bible
reading using the Action Bible designed for kids interested
in action characters. This has really strengthened our Bible
knowledge.”

And yet, I believe the opportunity this new reality creates
is that the local church is more important than ever. Good
Sam has the opportunity to share the Good News and God’s
Word, two things that will never change, with a world that is
more isolated and needy than ever. “The blizzard” has given
the church new relevance.

“Spending more time with my wife.”
“Cooking at home, being with family more.”

Because of this the Wardens have been supporting Fr.
Richard with robust conversations about what worship and
ministry looks like in this new environment. We are thankful
for the tremendous effort of the clergy in creating innovative
Livestream ministry experiences and continue to support
Richard, Ruth and their family in prayer (I invite you to join
me in this commitment). At the same time, I am mindful
of the extra practical and spiritual burdens of this unique
summer and have encouraged Richard to take time for rest
and renewal.

“Well, my greatest joy is spending time with my family,
albeit online. We have established an evening Zoom meeting
for prayers together and meet several nights each week. As
a result, I actually “see” them more often than I would have.
We also speak by telephone daily. Always a close family, this
has just brought us closer.”
“Hiking and observing wildlife and nature, being able to
stay in the moment.”
“TIME! And the ability to “indulge” myself in reading or
fun activities that I normally would not have time for as much.
Also, being worried about large medical costs for tests and the
Lord provided just about the entire amount needed through
a surprise Covid check via the Pandemic Unemployment
Assistance Program. Thank You, Lord!”

Finally, over the past couple of months I’ve been connecting by phone with each Vestry member. These calls have
been such an encouragement as I realize what a diverse and
committed group of Christ-followers the Vestry is. May God
bless us as together we serve him at The Church of the Good
Samaritan.

“Developing quality together time and fun routines with
those I am living with in lockdown.”
“The service is good and the Zoom fellowship works. My
prayer life is better.”
“This morning John Whitnah’s ‘coffee hour’ discussion was
simply terrific. Because of Covid-19 I have found it easier to
read my Bible more frequently, i.e. 3 to 4 times a day.”
There are many more Silver Linings! To be continued!
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